A new semiempirical model to describe the bidirectional reflectance of arbitrary natural surfaces using only three parameters has been developed. This model successfully accounts for the observed variability of reflectance measurements in laboratory and field conditions, ranging from bare soil to full canopy cover, in both the visible and the near-infrared bands. Coupled with a simple atmospheric radiation transfer model, this model has been inverted against actual NOAA/advanced very high resolution radiometer (AVHRR) data from several desert sites in northern Africa. This procedure allows the retrieval of surface properties and average amounts of atmospheric constituents (aerosol optical thickness and water vapor) for the duration of the measurement period. Further work is required to expand the usability of the coupled model to other locations and shorter periods of time, but the paper demonstrates the feasibility of inverting a coupled surface-atmosphere model against existing AVHRR data and documents the current limits of this approach.
INTRODUCTION
The rationale for using satellite observations to monitor simultaneously the state and evolution of terrestrial surfaces and of the overlying atmosphere has been discussed in a companion paper [Rahman et al., this issue, hereinafter referred to as RVP]. The advantages of this integrated approach, compared to the classical treatment of atmospheric effects on the basis of additional data on (or hypotheses about) the state of the atmosphere were also outlined.
In that paper it was shown that the inversion of a physically based coupled surface-atmosphere model against simulated advanced very high resolution radiometer (AVHRR) data at the top of the atmosphere could yield estimates of the principal surface and atmospheric properties that control the anisotropy of the reflectance field. Through a detailed error analysis, it was found (1) that the optical properties of the surface could generally be retrieved with good accuracy, (2) that the structural characteristics of this surface could be estimated if the reflectance field exhibited enough anisotropy and if the angular sampling of this reflectance was adequate, particularly in the hot spot region, (3) that the aerosol loading of the atmosphere could be reliably retrieved from simulated AVHRR channel 1 data, even in the presence of noise, provided that type of aerosol could be assumed, and
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0148-0227/93/93 JD-02072505.00 (4) that the atmospheric water vapor amount was difficult to retrieve with great accuracy, despite its significant impact on channel 2 measurements, unless the observations were particularly noise free.
Various issues must be addressed to transfer the results of this sensitivity analysis to investigations based on actual AVHRR data, as opposed to simulated data. The most important one is to design and implement a less restrictive surface model: the surface reflectance model used in RVP was the physically based bidirectional reflectance model developed originally by Verstraete et al. [1990] and Pinty et al. [1990] for horizontally homogeneous and optically deep porous media (soils and vegetation). Natural surfaces exhibit both extreme horizontal heterogeneities at various scales and finite vertical depth, so that the effect of multiple media must often be taken into account. A fully analytical model of such a heterogeneous surface is under development but will require a rather large number of parameters [Pinty and Verstraete, 1992] , and this may prevent the inversion of such a model against observational data. For this reason we have designed a new semiempirical model of surface bidirectional reflectance, which does not impose severe hypotheses about the nature and structure of the surface, which can be applied to actual surfaces irrespective of their complexity and composition, and yet operates on a small enough number of parameters that the model remains invertible. Since the simple atmospheric model developed and used in the companion paper proved adequate to retrieve atmospheric properties over well-described surfaces, we have reused it in this investigation.
It will be seen that the semiempirical model is capable of 20, 791 accounting for the bulk of the anisotropy of natural surfaces as they are observable in actual laboratory and field measurements and that the inversion of this model, coupled with the atmospheric model, against actual AVHRR data, yields both surface and average atmospheric properties simultaneously.
PARAMETERIZATION OF THE BIDIRECTIONAL SURFACE REFLECTANCE
Solar radiation is partly absorbed and partly scattered by the atmosphere and various surfaces. This reflection, which is the only signal directly measurable by instruments on satellites in the optical range at the "top of the atmosphere," is strongly dependent not only on the angular position of the source of illumination but also on the position of the observer: Natural surfaces (soils, vegetation) are said to be anisotropic, and the observed directional variations result from both the optical and the structural properties of the media. Many theoretical models have been proposed to describe this anisotropy (see, for example, the reviews of this subject by Goel [1988] and Myneni and Ross [1991] ). It turns out, however, that the analytical models currently available are not flexible enough to represent a wide variety of surfaces, especially when both horizontal and vertical heterogeneities are present. On the other hand, the existing empirical models have been derived as simple statistical fits, without taking advantage of the latest theoretical understanding available.
A physically based model can be used to describe the bidirectional reflectance of an optically simple surface. This approach is justified when the goal is to invert such a model against reflectance data, to retrieve the values of precisely defined physical parameters. This permits a clear validation of such models and provides a satisfying description of the observed medium. Conversely, a fully empirical model, based only on a particular selection of mathematical functions (e.g., polynomials), can be used to fit any given data set. No model validation can be done in this case, and no additional knowledge on the type and structure of the surface can be gained, but an adequate fit to the data may be obtained quickly. An intermediate approach consists in building a semiempirical model, where particular mathematical functions are selected to represent as well as possible the qualitative physical understanding of the interactions between the radiation field and the surface. This will require the identification of the relevant variables and processes [Pinty and Verstraete, 1992] .
The next issue is to decide how well the model must be able to represent the observed data, and in particular how many degrees of freedom (parameters) should be used. One possible criterion would be to compute the fraction of the variance in the measured data set which is explained by the model with n parameters and only add an additional parameter if a higher fraction is needed for a particular application. A base model could be designed to work on most surfaces, with a minimum number of parameters to facilitate the inversion procedure. This model could then be modified to account for particular physical processes not generally present in the majority of surfaces.
Two examples will clarify this discussion: the base model could account for the bulk of the surface anisotropy but not necessarily for a particularly peaked hot spot. If a specific data set exhibited such a feature, an additional parameter could be added, provided a suitable formulation could be found. Similarly, most natural surfaces do not present a strong azimuthal anisotropy. Agricultural surfaces, however, constitute a special case and may require a specific adjustment to the model to account for row effects. The bottom line is that additional parameters would be used only to represent a particular physical process not accounted for by the base model.
In this section we present such a new semiempirical model, capable of representing the anisotropy of arbitrary natural surfaces in terms of three parameters in the base configuration.
A Semiempirical Bidirectional Reflectance Model
One of the early widely used empirical models of bidirectional reflectance is due to Minnaert [1941] , who developed an expression to describe the reflectance p of the Moon. This relation was derived from semiempirical photometric relationships and the reciprocity principle P(01, 02)= P0 cosk-1 01 cosk-1 02
(1)
where P0 is the reflectance of the surface for illumination and viewing at the zenith and k is a parameter that varies between 0 and 1 for lunar surfaces. This parameter controls the slope of the reflectance with respect to the illumination and view angles. Equations (2)-(6), which together describe the new model, express the anisotropy of the surface in terms of only three independent parameters: P0, k, and O. The coefficient P0 is an arbitrary parameter characterizing the intensity of the reflectance of the surface cover, but it should not be taken as a single-scattering albedo or as a normalized reflectance' the only constraint on it is that 0 -< P0, subject to the additional requirement that the albedo (i.e., the bidirectional reflectance integrated over all viewing angles) produced by the entire model be also less than one. It is possible that this parameter may be more interesting to use in connection with event detection applications or vegetation indices than the individual channel reflectances because it is independent of all angular variations. For its part, the parameter k indicates the level of anisotropy of this surface; in the particular case of k = 1, all the cosine functions become equal to 1 and the resulting anisotropy derives solely from the function F(g) and the hot spot effect. All three parameters could potentially be used to discriminate between different surfaces.
Evaluation of the Semiempirical Model
A variety of data sets have been used to evaluate the capability of this model to effectively represent the observed angular variability of the reflectance of natural surfaces. These data, collected from different sources, include groundbased, laboratory, and airborne measurements. In each case, the semiempirical model has been inverted against the data set, following the approach outlined in RVP, with a standard minimization procedure (EO4JAF from Numerical Algorithms Group), to retrieve the optimal values of the three coefficients.
Since this model does not derive explicitly from first principles, no particular physical meaning is associated with the empirical parameters P0, k, and ©. These parameters cannot be directly measured in nature, and the model cannot be validated in the strong sense advocated by Pinty and Verstraete [1992] . What can be done, however, is to show that the model can account for the bulk of the observed variability in existing data sets, under a wide range of surface types and illumination and viewing conditions. This will be achieved below by showing scatter plots of reflectance values predicted by the model on the basis of the parameter values retrieved by inversion, against the actual observations. The results of these inversions are shown in Table 1 This results in a significant azimuthal asymmetry in the data with respect to the principal plane. To minimize this alignment effect, we applied our model only to the three data sets taken at solar zenith angles greater than 40ø: At these angles, azimuthal asymmetry was small enough to justify the use of data collected on both sides of the principal plane as if they had been acquired on the same side.
Since these data were taken in the field, atmospheric diffuse radiation significantly contributes to the total illumination of the canopy. This results in a partial smoothing of the bidirectional reflectance field, and we have taken this effect into account by expressing the measured reflectance Pm as follows The bottom line from all these inversion experiments against actual data sets is that the semiempirical bidirectional reflectance model described above can account for the broad features of the anisotropy of natural surfaces as diverse as grasslands and forests, whether they are observed in the field, from an airplane, or in the laboratory. The broad features of the bidirectional reflectance of these surfaces can be represented with the base model using three parameters, but we have seen that the special features of particular surfaces can be accounted for by adding a suitably introduced fourth parameter. As pointed out before, these comparisons do not amount to a full validation but justify the use of this simple model on actual heterogeneous surfaces. In section 3 we will couple that model to the simple atmospheric model also in used RVP and analyze the performance of this coupled model against actual AVHRR data, to evaluate the feasibility of using this approach in the operational analysis of satellite remote sensing data.
INVERSION OF THE COUPLED MODEL AGAINST ACTUAL

NOAA/AVHRR DAtA
Clearly, the ultimate objective of this approach is to evaluate whether we can explain the variations present in the measured signals and therefore invert a coupled model to retrieve surface and atmospheric properties. Two problems need to be addressed in this respect. The first one has to do with the collection of a large enough data set for the inversion to be possible. Mathematically, n + 1 observations are enough in principle to retrieve n parameters from a numerical, iterative, optimization procedure. However, as recalled in RVP, other constraints may apply, and the results of the inversion will be credible only to the extent that the data set contains appreciable variance, that the angular sampling is well diversified, and that the system under study does not change during the period of observation.
In principle, the AVHRR instrument on board the oddnumbered NOAA platform may be able to view any given point on the surface of the Earth at least once a day. This sampling may be increased either from additional viewings in the same day with the same instrument (but this is generally feasible only at high latitudes), or by merging observations from other instruments (for example, from the AVHRR instruments on board the even-numbered platforms). This latter approach is complicated by the fact that these instruments have no on-board calibration facility (neither do the AVHRR instruments on the odd-numbered platforms), and little or no effort has been made to derive calibration coefficients on the basis of observations of stable ground targets, as was done for the odd-numbered platforms. As a result, multiple observations of the same location from different view and illumination angles must be done by accumulation of measurements in time.
The second issue derives immediately from the first one: If observations are collected during a finite period of time, the ground target and the atmosphere should not be allowed to change appreciably during that period. Alternatively, the results of the inversion will be representative of some average condition during the period of observation. This constitutes probably the most serious limitation of this approach, at least with the current set of instruments. In the coupled surface-atmosphere system, it is of course the atmosphere which is the most variable component in time. In general, clouds obscure the surface to such an extent that these observations are unusable for our purposes. But even in the absence of clouds the aerosol loading and water vapor content of the atmosphere are variable enough in many regions to limit the useful period of observation to the typical duration of "Grosswetterlagen" or large-scale weather patterns [e.g., Barry and Perry, 1973] .
Site Selection and Preprocessing
We are very much aware of the limitations discussed above, which will be lifted in part with the arrival of new instruments, such as the multiangle imaging spectroradiometer (MISR) scheduled for launch on the first NASA EOS platform in 1998 [Diner et al., 1979] . This instrument will observe the same locations under up to nine view angles in up to four spectral bands, within a period of a few minutes. In the meantime we wanted to investigate further this approach with AVHRR data. To this end we decided to select desert sites which would not be affected by seasonal changes of vegetation and for which the atmosphere is generally dry and less variable than at the equator or at midlatitudes. We are going to assume that the optical and structural properties of the surface do not vary with time, although that does not imply that they should be constant in space, since the model can accommodate heterogeneous surfaces. Furthermore, on the basis of the results of RVP, which showed that the bulk of the anisotropy observed at the top of the atmosphere is due to the surface, we will assume that the atmosphere only plays a perturbing role and, in fact, is relatively constant in its impact if we select only clear days from the data.
On the basis of these considerations we selected a couple of bare soil sites in the Saharan desert of North Africa: Site 1 is located in Lybia (24.4øN, 13.3øE) and site 2 is in Mauritania (19.2øN, 11.2øW). Data for these two sites were collected from a low spatial resolution (16 km) AVHRR data set available to us, for the entire year 1986. These data were preprocessed in the usual manner (radiometric calibration, resampling to geographical coordinates, etc).
Clouds significantly increase the reflectance of the surface-atmosphere system in both channels and prevent any meaningful observation of the surface. This form of data contamination was removed by applying a compositing technique based on the maximum value of normalized difference vegetation index over a period of a week [Holben, 1986] . Such a technique effectively reduces the likelihood of selecting cloud-contaminated data, possibly even if the contamination is due to subpixel clouds [Kaufman, 1987b] , but cannot provide a reasonable value if the entire period of observation is cloudy. As a side effect there is some evidence that the compositing technique also results in the selection of scenes characterized by lesser aerosol effects [Holben, 1986] . In any case we will further assume that the application of the compositing technique will result in the selection of a data set of generally clear days with rather comparable atmospheres.
Inversion With Measured NOAA/AVHRR Data
The ability of the inversion procedure to retrieve the values of the coupled model parameters has been verified with the help of synthetic data sets, as was done in the companion paper. As expected, the aerosol optical depth was generally well retrieved, while the water vapor amount estimates were less reliable.
The application of the compositing technique on a weekly basis over the two selected sites leads to a total of 52 measurements over the year for each site. These data still exhibit significant variations in the illumination and observation geometry, one of the requirements for the inversion procedure, as indicated above. Figures 7a and 7b must be different (in amount or in direction) from that of the surface in order to be able to distinguish it from the surface [e.g., Fraser and Kaufman, 1985; Kaufman, 1987a] . This value of optical depth was then imposed for the inversion against near-infrared data from channel 2, which yielded the same surface parameters but also an estimate of the water vapor content of the atmosphere.
However, in the applications described here, we have never been able to simultaneously retrieve the water vapor content and surface parameters. In fact, the water vapor content of the atmosphere retrieved by inversion for site 1 was always equal to the specified upper bound, even for very large values (8 to 10 g cm-2), and this is normally not considered a reliable estimate. For site 2 the retrieved value of water vapor content was 5.11 g cm -2 which is an unrealistic value for desertic regions. It is not possible to decide whether this is a general behavior of this channel, or if this results from the particular sites observed. However, for this channel, it is possible to apply an a priori atmospheric correction, based on climatology, and then apply the inversion to retrieve only the surface parameters. In the context of this paper we will focus specifically on channel 1, where this approach is much more promising.
Practically, the experiment involved the inversion of the coupled surface-atmosphere model against the entire data set of 52 measurements.
To ensure that no local minimum was taken as a global one, we repeated the inversion 500 times, adding a very small amount of random noise of zero will become feasible to address this issue when the MISR instrument will be operational at the end of this decade.
The purpose and significance of these results must be clearly understood: there is no doubt that some of the assumptions made here are not acceptable for operational use and will need to be lifted in the near future. This paper has shown, however, that an approach to the quantitative use of remote sensing data based on the inversion of coupled surface-atmosphere models against actual observations is in principle feasible.
The main limitation we are facing today is the lack of remote sensing data, for a wide range of geometries of illumination and viewing, relative to the particular location of interest, and acquired in a short period of time. This situation can be alleviated in at least two ways: either additional AVHRR instruments can be used to provide coverage more than once per day (those on the evennumbered platforms are an obvious choice) or new instruments such as MISR, to be launched around 1998, may be used to provide data at multiple look angles within minutes. In either case we needed to know whether we could, in fact, count on the feasibility of inverting coupled models to retrieve the information of interest. While we do not pretend to have all the answers, this initial study appears very encouraging. Certainly, the prospect of retrieving both atmospheric and surface parameters simultaneously from a single inversion procedure must appeal to the remote sensing and climate communities.
CONCLUSION
This paper has investigated the capability of a simple semiempirical model of surface reflectance to reproduce the observed anisotropy of typical natural surfaces. This surface reflectance model was coupled with a simple atmospheric radiation transfer model, designed to fit a standard atmospheric code. The coupled model was then inverted against AVHRR data to investigate whether this procedure was capable of simultaneously retrieving the values of the surface parameters and the amounts of the two major radiatively active atmospheric constituents (aerosol and water vapor). To accumulate a large enough data set, bare soil sites (for which the surface type and characteristics can be assumed to be constant in time) have been selected in the Sahara desert, and the effect of an intrinsically variable atmosphere has been reduced by selecting only satellite remote sensing data for clear days. The selection of these days was performed through a conventional compositing technique and resulted in the assembly of a set of 52 weekly values for each of the two sites. Inversion of the coupled model against these full data sets yielded parameter estimates for both surface and atmospheric properties, and these correspond obviously to time average quantities. This procedure raises an obvious question, namely, that of assessing how many points may be needed to allow a reliable inversion, or more precisely, what is the minimum number of points that should be used to reach a result at a given level of accuracy. It turns out that what really matters is not so much the number of points but their angular distribution, their variance, and their quality in relation to the nature of the anisotropy of the particular surface being observed. No simple answer can be given yet to cover all situations, but it
